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Notes of Survey:-

Beginning at a cocoanut tree marking angle Gr.
2164-Ap.I-Kamihi et al., said cocoanut remarked $\Delta$ and the coordinates of same referred to Hawn, Govt. Survey $\Delta$ Sta. Koliu being 10,215.4 ft. the boundary runs by true bearings:-


2-N.40°2I'W.- 82I.0 " along same to cocoanut tree.
3-S.26°27'W. - 715.0 " " to mound of stones.
4-N.48°23'W.- 425.0 " along Gr.1023-Ap.3-Mokuakane-to edge of forrest.
5-N.06°55'E.- 558.0 " along edge of forest and Aa.
6-N.30°15'W.- 904.0 " " " " to ohia $\Delta$

at North angle.

7-S.77°40'E.- 285.0 " along edge of forest and Aa.
8-S.46°55'E.- 683.0 " " " to ohia +

as East angle.

9-S.72°37'E.-1504.0 " " " to ohia $\Delta\Delta$.
10-S.24°18'W.-1003.0 " " " to point of beginning.

Containing an area of 34.8 acres, more or less.

$\Delta$ A. C. Johnson Surveyor.
May 1895.